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Rebel Worker,

Anarcho-Sy*dicalism:
A Historical Closed Door ... or Not?

by Harald Beyer-Arnesen

Ilan Shalit a libertarian corununist whose
thoughts I value even when I do not agree with the
condusions reached, made the following remarks
on the elechonic discussion list of class-stmggie
anarchists, Organise, which provoked the follow-
ing thoughts. (However, he would not necessarily
agree with all the positions I argue agairst below.)

"Anardro-syndicalist union is a myth and a
dream that cannot be materialized in the capitalist
society of this time. And if it could be, it would
have been only af its members. Nothing can belong
to the wider working class but the fact that its
members are exploited by the capitalist class. ... I
still can not see at present any anarchosyndicalist
union that is not so only in name. (Either it is not a
union or it is already on the way of cmption and
reformism.) ... In the capitalist society of the 2000s,
it is hard to imagine any practical union which is
not big and co-opted. It is entirely different thing
with regard to workers comittees in a rrot too
huge conglomerate. ...

"It is like in wave surfing at the sea - you can
"catch" waves, you cannot create them. In our
struggleg we fiibetarian corununistsJ are part of
the water, but the main variable is the wind of
history - we can only contribute to it our breath.
"When the time will come that authentic workers ,' unions wiil tend to become libertarian it will

mean that the revolution is already on it."
Is anarcho-syndicalism, and revolutionary

unionism in generaT, a historical dosed door: a
dream that cannot be materialized in the capitalist
society of this time?

Contemporary history may seem to back up
such a claim. In the post World War II period the
syndicalist Central Organisation of Sweden's Work-
ers (SAC) was hansformed into a bleak shadow of
its former self. This carries sorne significance as,
with the exception of the French CGT in a much
earlier period, SAC is the only revolutionary union
never to be brutally suppressed. Meanwhile the
Wobblies of the IWW are alive andkicking,but only
900 of them; the CNT after Franco is reduced to
below ten thousand members, and in the very place
of its former grandeur, Catalonia, is crumbling

from inner tensi ons; the modest growth of the French
CNT and Unione Sindicale Italiana produced pas-
sionate disputes on questions of co-option and re-
formism, oild ended in splits; the German.EAU is
showing progress as far as newspaper production r

goes, but there is little sign of union-building; Soli-
darity Federation's industrial network in U.K. con-
sists of half a hundred members; elsewhere the
situation is pretty much like in Norway where NSF
has kept it going since 1976 as a small propaganda
group, with cu:rently approximately 40 members
spreading the message within the corporative
unions. The renewed interest in Eastem Europe has
so far produced nothing more. In the early histori-
cal strongholds of anarcho-syndicalism in South
and Central America, the situation is even bleaker
than in Europe. The most promising sign in a long
term perspechve may be the reappearance of the
advocacy of revolutionary unionism in South Af-
rica, and for the first time in Nigeria and Sierra
Leone, but any union is at this point nowhere to be
seen. The general picture IIan paints of the cun ent
state of affairs is true enough, even if one could
always argue over its complete accuracy, but that
would mostly be on definitions.

But to perrnanently shut the historical door of
anarcho-syndicalism, it is not enough to ernpiri-
cally determine its current state, and to disclose the
mechanisms wi thin contemporary ca pi tal ism w or k-
ing againstbuilding such a movement in the imme-
diate future one would also have to deny the pos-
sibility of its re-emergence in times when the class
struggle intensifies, and more workers begin be-
lieving in a world beyond capitalism. The present
marginality, and for the most part non-existence of
revolutionary unionism, could very likely be said to
be a reflection of the current generaliied lack of
confidence among workers in the very possibility to
build a world without capitalist social felations.
The question should also be asked: would building
even a marginal revolutionary unionist structure at
the present moment function as a vehicle for in-
creased confidence in parts of the working class? I
find reasons to believe that the answer to this is yes.
But let us first take a look ahead.

SeePage 14
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eominued From Page 9

The Link to the Future SocietY
It is logical for social revolutionaries to view the

organizationpl question in the light of their ends; to

fin? means coruistent with the needs of a futtre
global libertarian conrmrrnist society, or here more

Fr*i"rtarly with the needs of a transition to sudt a

society: ttt6 Uridge to the organizational forms Per:
petuaily created anew within the boundaries of
materiality by the needs, desires and imaginative
powers of members of a free societY.' 

We live in a world with an excessively devel-

oped division of labor. This makes the existence of
hbrizontal links betweenworkers critical to the sue
ce ss of a soci al revolu ti qr. This i s not an entirely new

situation The abse nce of pre-e xistinghorizontal lirtks
was one of" the main factors contributing to the

failtfe of the Russian revolution, sustaining among

workers a lack of confidence in their ability for self-

managernent beyond the limits of the workplace..
Wbrkers cotrncils ard predominantly structured

around geograPhical units and are not adequate to

deal with the diy to day horizontal tinks of produc-
tion in a non-bureaucratic rnanner. Thus it was no

coincidence that it was through the soviets that the

Bolsheviks first established their separate Power/
while the factory committees served as a base for
opposition and-workers' power during the short

rivolutionary period in Russia, a Power which soon

dissolved in the absence of functional horizontal
ties.

While these are not unique to revolutionary
syndicalism, and also bureaucrabic unions main-

tain thern, they are there only exceptionally direct

links between workers in general: as a rule they

bring the select few together and serve the function

of isolating workers into mutual passivi$, hans-

forming mutua contact and aid into the business of
a stratrim of specialists cultivating the noble art of

empty phrasei - making any direct contact betw een

woikeis in general suspect and illegitirnate.

'The 
Question of Permanent Organizations

Some social revolutionaries forswear any Per-
manent large-scale working class organization
within the framework of capitalism. As capitalism

is the very raison d'etre of such organizations, these

organizations, in hying to maintain their separate

e*irtence when th6 diss stmggle has reached a

stage where this framework may !e transcended,

b e c-ome ins ti tuti o nali se d ob sta d es bl o cking the w ay

for the full unfolding of the revolution. The revolu-

tion mus t cr e a te i ts own org aniz ati onal f orms; th o s e

which may endure and grow within the framework
of capitalism will be inadequate to the needs of the
social revolution. The unions in their function as

brokers of labor power cannot escaPe the logic of
capital, regardless of the political convictions of its
delegates and the efforts to develop democratic
union structures. It thus becomes critical to trrtcover
the illusions of unionism and diffuse knowledge of
working class struggles directed simultaneously
against the employers and the union.

But following this logic, these anti-union
stmggles. will be compelled to either transform
themselves into alternative stmttures taking uP in
themselves the function of a unio& or fall back to a
situation of atomization within or without the cor-

porative union stmcfure. Conse quently one is se em-

ingly left with the illusionist trick of making atomi-
zation the springboard of the social revolution.
More likely, the tacit assnmPtion underlying this
shategical thought is that a revolutionary ferment
will arise from within the corporative union skuc-
ture, thus makittg itself entirely dependent on the con'
tinued existence of this framantork"

The critique of unionism contained within the

above position is, however, not alien to anarcho-
syndicalism. The awareness of its inevitable contra-
dictory nafure is at very core of anarcho-syndicalism
and the source of its vitality. In this it captures the
fundamental reality of the working class within
capitalism and inserts itself into the very terrain
where social revolutions are born, and where they
also repeatedly have been lost. Anarcho-
syndicalism's conhadictory nafure at the seune time
constitutes its driving revolutionary force and puts
it in jeopardy of being co-opted by the logic. of
capitilism. Therefore the great emphasis on instittt- ,

tiinalizedprecautions to prevent the latter develop-
ment and the re-occurring conflicts within anarch.o-

syndicalism.
The only guarantee against co-option is death, ,

so itbecomes self-evident that any Pennanent orga- 
i

nizational stmcture within capitalism will perpetu-
ally ryn the risk of being co-opted, ffid as such 

I

become an obstacle in a revolutionary situation. But 
'

to counter the argument, would an organizational
stmcfure emerging in the heat of a revolutionary'
sihratioru comPosed of workers with most of their
confo ete experi ences fr om wi thin a bure aucratized,
corporativC union stmcture, or disorganized alto-
gether, be less likely tobe co-opted into either an old
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or new class relation? I think not. The opposite
seems afar more rational judgement. The tendency
to reformism and co-option which always will exist
wi thin re vol uti o nary unionism (the "hero e s" g ro w-
ing tired) constifutes one of its greatest assets. It
forces these questions to be answered concretely on
a day-to -d^y basis, and not just in an abshact future,
I refuse to accept the logic that being accustomecl to
a greater degree of servility and passivity is a great
asset in a revolutionary sifuafion. Neither do I see
any historical evidence supporting this view, but
on the conhary an endless hail of blood and a line
of tyrants grving witness to the opposite.

It may even be asked if the rejection by genuine
revolutionaries of all pertnanent mass organiza-
tions is not the ultimate triumph of capitalist
co-option.

The Question of Co-optation
Since the time of the emergence of a mass union

rnovement, and the "glorious" period of revolu-
tionary syndicalism, capitalism has greatly sophis-
ticated the mechanism which enables it to integrate
unions into its development. This process started
the momentprivate and state capital felt compelled
to accept the existence of unions.

This acceptance has every where been rntim ately
bound to the condition that the unions through
their representatives exercise a restraining and dis-
ciplinary influence, and when necessary use sanc-
tions to keep their members within certainlimits, to
the point where unions have become the main
factor upholding capitaliststability. Some fr agments
of this history in two of the Scandinavian countries '

may illushate this:
From 1905 the Swedish Employers' Association

(SAF) started working towards a system of nation-
wide, collective bargaining and binding, time-lim-
ited agreements. As is often the case, it was fore-
most the majorindustrial compe"nies which saw the
advantage of integrating urions into positions of
shared responsibility, and the attendant consolida-
tion of centralism zudr a process was bound to
entail. As more and morebinding agreements were
entered on a national level between the member
organizations of SAF and the social democratic
union confederation LO, this left the syndicalist
SAC, with its principled stand against such con-
hacts, in an entrenched position. What should be
considered licit and illicit forms of industrial ac-
tions and procedures was agreed upon and later
confirmed and hstitutionalized through the "Law

on Collective Agreements and the Industrial Tribu-
nal" of 7928.This law, which was to be followed up
by others, became an instrument for connecting,
not only injunctions and sanctions but likely more
crucial, benefits such as unemployment insurance
to what was regulated in nationwide contracts.
Members of SAC were to be covered by these, even
if their union refused to have any part in them. The
law of 1928 stands out as a milestone in a process
which effectively marginalized SAC, the expressed
intention of both SAF and LO. Since then a thou-
sand threads have been spun binding the employ-
ers associations, the unions and the state together in
a web of interdependence.

In Norway, the national contracts were largely
a result of the Norwegian Employers' Association's
lock-out shategy. But from about 1911 there had
developed a shong syndicalist inspired opposition
within LO advocating direct-action methods. In
1918 the Iron and Metal Workers' Federation re-
solved to lay the power of beginning and ending
industrial actions in the hands of the workers di-
rectly affected, while the Workingman's Federa-
tion, the largest union at the time, resolved to ab-
stain from signing local contracts. What went under
the narne, "recogmzed terms," had also increas-
i.giy supplanted written contracts locally. This led
to a court decision in 1920 saying that the unions
would be hold juridically responsible for the ac-
tions of their local branches, whether they chose to
sign the conhacts or not, thus undermining one of
the prin"ipul reasons not to be an official par$ in
any written contract: "to get away from the condi-
tion where the employers can force the union to I

intervene when irregularities occur."
The slave conhacts as they were aptly called at

the time, would notgo away. Instead, around them
an intricate web of laws and binding agreements
were to regulate every potential and imaginal con-
flict between buyers and sellers of labor power. ;

Within this framework there was no room left for :

revolutionary unfrnism.... which in effect became
uniawrui. in the process workers gained something I

but the employers gained far more: stable condi-
tions for the continued exploitation of labor, a paci,
fied workforce, and a co{pse of worker representa-
tives extending from the top to the bottom levels,
most of the times both capable and willing to sus-
tain peace, order and a spirit of mutual responsibil-
ity for the welfare of capitalism, and with the state
as the final, "neuhal" arbiter.
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This coqporative sbrrcture may be most clearly
expressed in countries like the Scandinavian ones

wilh a high percentage of workers organized into
passivity, but even in cotrntries with a very low
percentage of unionization, the overall conditions
bf ttre working dass as a whole is largely deter-
mined within the framework of a the more or less

corporative union-ernplover-state relation. This lat-
ter sihration however tends to open uP a wider
potential field for action anC organizational struc-

tures more difficult to control.
In places where unions are

wholly or partially outlawed,
and where consequently direct
action often is the only channel
for discontent left, the sifuation
becomes less predictable and
potentially explosive. Condi-
tions vary somewhat from coun-

I I R irrting anarchasyndical-
ism out of fear of eo-option is
similar to the sailar who
shrinks lrom learuing to swim
as he is concerned it might put
his life in jeopardy..,"

into such csntracts involves a conditional accep-
tance of the class relations. This is simply the pre-
requisite of survival of any worker, and not some-
thing one can withdraw from on the basrs of one's
poli tical convi cti ons.

As wage slaves - temporarily employed or tm-
employed, in the process of beirg formed as one, or
already discarded- we are linked to the functioning
of capi talism. But this linkage is not total; we are not
the mere appendages of capital. Our acceptance is

always conditional: In wildcat
skikes and in an endless nurn-
bers of minor acts of sabotage
and obstruction daily taking
place at most every workplace,
we ternporarily withdraw it.
There exists a cleavage in the
iink that canbe widened or tight-
ened, which also implies that

try to cor,rttry. In India, according to one source

from that part of the world, every union is a private
enteqprise, a money machine for its owner(s). There
is no way out of studying unions and the situation
they operate under concretely, but still what is most
skiking in the overall picbure is that the moment
unions gain some legali$, there is a strong ten-
dency that they are co-opted into a resemblance of
the unionism of the former Soviet Union. Is not the

AFL-CIO in many ways, if not in all, just such an

outfit? Stil[, is this all unions could possibly become
within contemporary capitalism?

The Cleavage in the Link
Workers will always organize themselves when-

ever they see the need, and they have the sufficient
cohesion and collective strength to do so. Unions
are sirnply not something we can avoid, even if we
so wished: they are something capitalism imposes
upon us, or to be more precise, capitalism imposes
the situation which produces the need for them,
and from this need we cannot escape before we take
the wortd in our own hands. The more disorga-
nized we are as workers - membershiP in corpora-
tive unions being often just a particular kind of
disorganization, functioning largely as the organi-
zation of passivity and division - the more we will
become a flexible material in the hands of others,
and ruled by the logic of capital.

The labor contract, whether collective or indi-
vidual, is by its very nature a disciplinary mecha-
nism at the very foundation of capitalism. Entering

the process desctibed above is reversible. The con-
haqy would also be sensational, implying that the
structure of unions could somehon'remain entirely
unaffected by the general ebb and tide of the ciass
struggle. The anarcho-syndicalist project is to make
the forced acceptance of the class relation more and
more conditional, until the final explosion of en-
ergy, dreams, thoughts and desires, where the link-
age is broken, classes abolished and our free indi-
vidual and collective creative powers are put in use
to non-hierarchically rule the present and fufure,
without the bondage imposed by the Siamese twins
of state and capital.

To Catch the Winds
The rejection of anarcho-syndicalism out of fear

of co-optionhas a slight similarity to the sailor who
shrinks from learning to swim as he is concerned it
might put his life in ieopardy.

To recreate auarcho-syndicalism may seem to
be the vicious ci-rcle of being too few to set out and
remaining so because the organization for workers
to foin is not there. Even when the first framework
is set up, and there exists something you can begin
talking of in terms of a union, many will say: "Could
be a good idea, but far too small to be a union. If
more workers join, I will consider it." Despite its
legendary history this is pretty much the situation
for the IWW today.

But this mechanism works both ways; having
reached a certain level, an organization may sud-
denly enter into a fast growth. A similar effect ma)'
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occur when the nucleus of revolutionary unions
pop up at several different places within a short
period of time. There is even iomething to a name:
the reaction an organization will be mef*ith, it will
be different when presenting itself as a propaganda
group for an idea to be implemented s<ime*tiere in
a distant fufure, than if it presents itself as a
union-building organization blsed on certain prin-
-oples. 

If a revolutionary union is what you want, it
becomes essenfial to startb*ildi.g a structure which
may be put in use (on a srnall scale) in the here and
now for practical solid anty, and as such be viewed
as a functional tool by others.

However refined the methods of co-option are
made, the winds of discontent will alwuyib. blow-
ing. Recreating anarcho-syndicalism involves fan-
ning- the flames of discontent and disrespect to-
wards bosses. But the stmcture must be there to
channel and give extended life to these winds,
supplying them with sorne direction and a greater
strength by bringing them together. Our taik con-
sists in building direct links of some pennanence
between workers locally, within the [imits of the
state and globally, ffid from the workplace to the
cornmunities in which we live. And as in essential,
integrated part of this, opening up spaces for collec-
tive discussions where the dream bf a society be-
yond capitalism can be nourished.

At the present stage, building the structures of
revolutionary unionism must be seen as a vehicle to
awaken this dream within the working class of a
world beyond capitalisrn. It is very hard to see how
this could be done to any large ixtent within the,
framework of co{porative unionism. Corporative
unionism is beyond the state of reform. It must be
deconstmcted. Therefore also the importance of an
op en anarcho-syndic alism.

Open Anarcho- Syndical i sm
An open anarcho-syndicalism implies that soli-

danty is extended beyond the membership: To on a
micro and macro level think in terms of the working
dass as a whole, and develop links of solidarity ani
practical coherence'to the rank and fire and local
branches wholly or partially controlled by workers
within the bureaucratised strucfure of thi corpora-
tive unions. The *i9, principle has no meaning
outside a union of solidarity) which ultimate mea-
sure is not membership but practical solidarity.

While the workplace is the obvious point of
deparfure for anarcho-syndicalism, it cannot see it
as its limit, something which would tie it to the logic

of capitalism. An instance of beyond-the-work-
place-unionism is the struggles cNT has been en-
g3g*.d in aqainst the closrnf down of the shipyards
of Puerto Real, near Cadii in the south of'5pain,
where the struggle was extended to the communi-
ties as a whole and to the conditions cf life within
them.

Direct action in the anarchist sense means mak-
Tg a-s far as possible the means into the ends, and
thus bringing about a re-arrangement of the world
on a small or large scale. By using ow potential
rn{ultrial power to accompiistr thi-s, we'may not
only bring about modest cfianges in our livei, but
put our own and other workers' imagination on
fire, opening up otu eyes to the wide held of our
potential powers. This is even more important in a
time where capitalism has super-imposea itself as a
social factory on increasingly larglr parts of our
lives, and where the division of-labbr has been
driven to such extent that it becomes increasingly
difficult to see, through the fog of atomization, tf,it
it is we who are producing this world as a whole.

It is often said, that even if large-scatre revolu-
tionary unions was still a possibility, they would
never be able to organize the entire *o.rung class.
This most likely is very tme. At least it is nl,t very
wise to base a strategy on the opposite at this point
in history. Thus membership stroula never be seen
as an end in itself but as a means. There can be only
one end: an all-inclusive global society without
borders, dasses and hierarchies, and consequently
also without states, and in the here and now to
practice this as far as we can. But for this we have to i

start building the links between workers. Links,
which once created, we will gladly share and ex- I

tend to others so long as it is on the basis of practicar, r

non-hierarchical soli dari $.

Thanks to Libertarian Labor Review/
Anarcho-Syndicalist Review No. 22


